
Big   Thunder   Nordic   and   Lappe   Nordic   Ski   Club   
COVID   Training   Protocols   at   the   Lappe   Ski   Centre   
Version   1   -   Dated:   November   20,   2020   
These   guidelines   are   subject   to   change   as   the   provincial   health   minister   and   our   district’s   
health   unit   guidelines   are   adjusted   during   COVID.   
  

Big   Thunder   Nordic   (BT),   Lappe   Nordic   Ski   Club   (Lappe)   and   the   Lappe   Ski   Centre   (Ski   
Centre)   have   developed   protocols   to   alleviate   concerns   about   the   pressure   on   the   Lappe   Ski   
Centre   during   training   times.   We   agree:   
  
1. That   BT   and   Lappe   coordinate   their   Tuesday/Thursday/Saturday   training   schedules   

with   staggered   starts   with   a   minimum   of   30   minutes   between   groups.   
2. That   training   groups   avoid   congregating   in   the   stadium   for   the   duration   of   and   after   

each   training   session,   with   the   exception   of   the   first   5   to   10   minutes,   so   that   coaches   
can   lay   out   their   plans,   and   divide   into   groups.   

3. That   athletes   train   in   sub-groups   of   maximum   15   people   including   the   coach,   thereby   
eliminating   large   groups   on   the   trails.   

4. That   “trains"   of   athletes   moving   at   high   speed   show   utmost   respect   while   overtaking   
recreational   skiers   or   other   groups,   by   overtaking   wide   where   possible,   and   slowing   
down   and   overtaking   with   poles   tucked   in   where   it   is   not   possible   to   overtake   wide.   

5. That   the   Ski   Centre   identify   areas   on   the   trail   system   where   the   sub-groups   may   
congregate   with   their   coach   from   time   to   time   during   training   sessions.   Once   the   trail  
system   is   fully   groomed,   coaches   will   use   their   discretion   in   picking   those   spots.   

6. That   BT   and   Lappe   coaches   work   together   to   share   the   trails   and   avoid   training   at   
the   same   time   on   the   same   loop   during   each   session.   

7. That   this   protocol   applies   to   Lappe’s   Track   Attack   program   (Brook’s   groups)   and   
Comp/Fit   programs   (Eric’s   groups),   as   well   as   Big   Thunder’s   Junior   Racer   (Marlee’s   
groups)   and   Race   Team   programs   (Adam’s   groups).   

8. That   this   protocol   does   not   apply   to   Jackrabbit   program   groups’   use   of   the   stadium,   
which,   has   its   own   set   of   protocols.   

9. That   athletes   wear   masks   from   the   time   they   arrive,   until   the   time   they   have   been   
split   into   sub-groups   by   their   coaches,   unless   they   are   on   the   trails   skiing.     

10. BT   and   Lappe   will   engage   some   parents   to   act   as   additional   oversight   to   help   
coaches   keep   these   protocols   adhered   to.   

  
At   the   time   of   publication   the   BT   and   Lappe   start   times   are   as   follows.     
  

Tuesdays:   Lappe   5:45   pm   /   BT   6:15   pm   
Thursdays:   BT   5:30   pm   /   Lappe   6:00   pm   
Saturdays:   BT   9:00   am   /   Lappe   Fit/Comp   9:30   am   /   Lappe   Track   Attack   (Nov)   10:00   am   /   

Lappe   JR   and   Track   Attack   (Dec.)   11:30   am     


